


Letters to the Future (I/1) 
i am writing a letter to you in the future b/c when you read this i 
will have already written these words into a text editor and created 
a pdf file of the pixels we translate into symbols we translate into 
meaning we translate into syntax we translate into something we value 
we translate into love we translate into hope we translate into 
poetry we translate into a message we translate into anything you 
have ever hoped to read with ocular senses this letter is for you it 
is for anyone i have made enough of an impression on to read my work 
and i want to tell you i love you i love you for opening this 
document i love you for being in the world and experiencing what we 
experience i love you for helping me when you didnt know you were you 
may be a stranger we may have never spoken we may know each other we 
may have known each other and each other is what we take for granted 
but you opened this pdf youve come this far and i want you to know 
that i am happy for it you may not like this you may think poetry is 
dead you may have thought you killed it you may have only read the 
first line of text up there  
                             
                             
 
                               …but i love you 
 
 

 
completed 9.3.13 20:50 JST 



taste 
tea party reactionaries 
hold a woman's body hostage 
on the delaware river 
near washington crossing 
the island group is erupting in fights 
over who ate the last hot dog 
and whether or not they should get mexican 
...secretly 
b/c eating a taco would support immigration 

it's a matter of taste 
which we all know there's no 
accounting for 
b/c the economists left the building 
on their lunch breaks to get 
a 5 dollar chinese lunch platter 
in which the broccoli was over cooked 
and anemic swimming in soggy general tsos 

over the river in NJ guatemalans 
are having a pizza party 

they ordered from Giovanni's b/c 
everyone in town knows they make the best crust 
coors light cans litter patio bricks 
and music plays from a radio 
fading into a humid hazy summer sunset 

suburban living 
the changing landscape of strip malls & suburban NJ: 
that sushi restaurant used to be a suncoast video 
and the pet store is now a bakery 

space rendered from ply wood and concrete: 
specific amount of square feet 

the racetrack/fair grounds 
that jessica kissed chad for the first time 
were plowed over to build a concrete pool 
with a walmart terrace 

it could be said that this is a unique 
phenomena in places like NJ 
but we all know that's a lie 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/08/taste.html
http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/08/the-inevitable.html


canyons 
we got sold that californian dreamin 
but it's 
just desert out there bb 
malibu lyndsay 
out there on the patio 
out there in the palm trees 
out there in the road sprawl 
 
 
 
 
 
 

sweetness 
it takes a spoonful of sugar to make the love go down 
b/c after being sold all that high fructose love 
we arent used to the disappointing reality of something 
pure 
something w/o artificial sweetening 
just plain ole fruit 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

futility 
you stood outside the drug store for at least 45 minutes 

b/c the toy machine captivated you 
plastic in plastic in plastic 

you fed it foreign coins...continued to place plastic eggs one by one...in a line...atop the tiled concrete 
as the natives stared 

from the depths of a/c cooled machines 
 

...but by chance or fate 
it never spit out what you wanted it to 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/08/canyons.html
http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/07/sweetness.html
http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/07/futility.html


 
 

 
 

 



untethered 
she likes the mundane qualities of real life 
...there is beauty in the banal 
a body type rarely photographed but most common is 
included in her list of turn ons 
 
she says: 
fucked up teeth... 
a symmetrical features... 
hair lips... 
cellulite... 
acne scars... 
calloused feet... 
anything that resembling  a mar in  
commodified perfection 
 
...those are the things she likes 
mundane qualities that have been normal for centuries 
now: ugly // covered // photoshopped // rinsed // bleached // tweezed // shaven // surgically enhanced  
 
she feels an affinity for the mundane qualities of life 
of waking up 
with a hangover 
after a fantastic night of drinking 
of going out 
into the mean parts of town 
and smoking an L on a stoop 
 
she wanted to to be attached to the world // grounded to something she identifies as reality 
she believes academia is removed from these qualities 
“ya'll is thinkin too hard” 
step outside 
of the door of yerself 
and into the mundane qualities of life 
turn off yer phone 
take a walk 
she says: i doan wanna get didactic on ya’ll  
...but hell 
 

 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/08/untethered.html


bringing nothing to the table 
she brought nothing to the table 
at the vegan potluck 
even though katie had specifically requested her famous almond brownies 
it was almost as bad as bringing something made with eggs or gelatin 
 
...almost 
...after all she was known around town as the "best vegan baker" 
 
when asked all she did was shrug her shoulders 
when pressed she invented an elaborate excuse 
about excessive student loan debt and a shady ex gf 
& this was enough to be forgiven 
for bringing nothing to the table 
 

backpedaling 
even a child will tell you that backpedaling gets you nowhere 
if you have a purple bike with a rainbow banana seat and streamers it may even come to a halt 
occasionally it's good for coasting 
but during an uphill ride 
switching gears most certainly helps... 
 

near spoiled fruit 
riding up the escalator revealed a silk screened shirt: 
"they tell you to be yourself and then they judge you" -- ¥1890 
 
ECT memory loss jolt 
strapped into the memory machine 
 
the past unfolds... unfolds... unfolds... 
a victim of the past(?) or a party to the future(?) 
 
near spoiled fruit always tastes the best 
ancient rituals (re)appropriated for want of lack of spirituality 
secular future stocks // speculated uprising 
 
cell phone selfies 
ephemeral data waste 
flotsam styrofoam remains 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/07/bringing-nothing-to-table.html
http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/06/backpedaling.html
http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/05/near-spoiled-fruit.html


is michael cera an asshole? 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/08/is-michael-cera-asshole.html


belated 4th 
it rained // wet asphalt & green smells magnified 
near atsugi airbase 
a polypropylene blue dvd case lay empty facing sky on grass 
accentuated by droplets of rainwater 
 
it rained too much for fireworks 
so the navy put them away 
but didn't stop doing flight ops 
for the 4th of july 
 
i stood outside the 711 & ate a hotdog off a stick 
later i read some angry anti 4th poetry 
but... 
i have the red white expat blues 
 
independence is not synonymous with freedom 
imperialistic rivers still have a strong undercurrent 
...pulling  ...pulling 
 
& america yer a manifestation of cultural appropriation 
nothing is inherently unique about you or american 
unless yer lookin down at the blood on yer hands 
but... 
i have the red white expat blues 
and i keep writing love letters to you... 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/07/belated-4th.html




dear united states of america (dear USA) 
dear america, 
i love you 
but yer turning my stomach 
what is actually happening behind that curtain // who is payin who ?? 
i already said we payin wit somethin 
but this is too much 
...rly 
 
i love you... 
i love that a bunch of rich guys didn't wanna pay their taxes 
and found you... 
i love that the civil rights movement of the 60s 
gave way to a lot of change... 
 
 
but we backpedaling bb 
 
 
what's happening to you ?? 
where is my voice 
can you hear me from japan ?? 
 
dear america, 
i love you 
but 
c'mon 
 
america, 
yer like that guy at the party that everyone's afraid of so they're nice to him but it's only cuz he's one giant throbbing 
muscle 
 
america, 
yer like 
this chick i knew who promised to beat me up after school and never showed but i still sat nervously waiting 
 
dear america, 
i love you 
pls stop it 
 

 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/06/dear-america.html


StairMaster 
at the gold's gym 
in the locker room 
monica told me she liked the StairMaster 
she said it reminded her of her own futility 
climbing erryday to nowhere 
and that she didn't mind being reminded 
b/c it produced the ass she'd always been looking for 
she also confessed to me that she had 8 gym outfits 
coordinated with her nikes 
& that one time she had fucked her trainer in the spin class room 
...even though he was sexy, she said: she still thought of her ex 
so she's climbing them stairs to nowhere 
away from her past towards a nice ass 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

atsugi naval air base 
helicopter bay breeze 
noise pollution // fighter jet streams // she can't hear the lesson 
wind // grit   //eye 
kicked up     // dust fields 
for lack of money                    // for gravel 
middle of nowhere                   // mcdonalds 
beacon                             // golden arches 
 
she said she's a recorder 
she found the words              // events: "im just takin notes" 
we held hands in the gymnasium 
friendship sails                // billow 
 
even wild flowers grow outside of atsugi naval base 
nature will run the course: 
8's around orange cones and trip wire 
 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/06/stairmaster.html
http://www.oneshotfitness.com/images/stairmaster.jpg
http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/06/atsugi-naval-air-base.html
http://www.oneshotfitness.com/images/stairmaster.jpg


ru dedicated? 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
“exceptionally sharp mind//tremendous energy//absolute dedication to mission” 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
ru dedicated to our mission to dupe the populace? 
we are building a massive surveillance machine and we want to know//ru dedicated? 
we cant afford to hire any more snowdens or mannings, clrly... 
the mission is simply this: it will come out in the wash//but right now//we can't afford transparency 
if you are dedicated 
we can pay you 
all you need to sacrifice are ideals 
which are just uhm...ideas 
they arent uhm...tangible 
unlike cash, unlike you and your commitment to this agency 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
"As legal adviser to the National Security Council, Ms. Haines, 43//studies the legal implications of the most delicate 
operations 
//lethal drone strikes, cyberattacks and intelligence collection on American soil." 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
ru dedicated to our mission to dupe the populace? 
we are building a massive surveillance machine and we want to know//ru dedicated? 
we cant afford to hire any more snowdens or mannings, clrly... 
all we need you to do is say large//empty//words 
the trick of speaking a lot but saying little 
we noticed that you have a knack for it back in the 90's at harvard law, we saw you there 
...and at the "erotica nights" your bookstore hosted 
if you are dedicated 
we can pay you 
all you need to sacrifice is your time 
but as established 
we want the semantics 
 
 
 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/06/ru-dedicated.html


//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
"citing the investigation into leaking of information about the federal government’s sweep of telephone and Internet data 
under a law passed after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks" 
false flag attacks flyin in the wind, stages in increments of 10 yrs or more // we can wait 
side: bj franklin wanted the national bird to be a turkey b/c eagles were mean ass opportunistic feeders//think about THAT 
alternate reality 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
he's gotta thumb drive and we takin him out 
ru dedicated? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

you payin wit somethin 
faux dual party system 
neo barbarians c/r/i/n/g/e @ transparency 
 
we got lead in this pocket 
and we walking into the ocean 
 
free write battle ship down // tell me who you werkin fer 
                           // george carlin conspiracies 
type a, type b            //both the same type 
 
we workin under an illusion of choice 
& how much longer till the barrel bursts over the falls 
neglected fossil fuel debate 
 
get liberal all you want 
....but 
it's to keep you sated 
neo barbarians speak in dollar signs bb 
art made in the 80s is still relevant but now more expensive 
free///free///free 
the /// to pay attention 
you payin attention // you payin wit somethin 
what's yer sign bb? i told you i cant fuck with that 
 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/06/you-payin-wit-somethin.html


 

 

 

 

 

 



interview 
a: welcome to my office, just to be clear, im not an 'ist 
   ...make sure you buy a coffee or else they won't let you loiter in this japanese mcdonalds 
   please...have a seat 
   i won't oversimplify it for you 
   b/c let's face it, i can't: 
   at one time the writers were tearing it asunder 
   nothing made sense after all that mustard gas 
   now there is writing // mass confessionals about "chicks" & "dudes" // technology imp(rove)airments? 
         critical mass // intellectually driven poems                 // can i take you back? 
to the romantics      // people were dying //                    was // is poetry an elite practice? 
 

i already mentioned my friend mister keats... 
yes...of course i knew him...ima god 
 
...but...who...the...fuck cares? 
 
b: ok... 
 
a: so...you got the job if you want it! 
   ...i want YOU to be accessible but not confessional, readable but not breathable...  
   the poet for the masses 
   let me show you over to HR 
   it's just that table over there 
 
c: i see you have your papers in order, all points of identification have been verified...welcome...welcome... 
   what's that, yer not sure you want the position? 
   don't let this mcdonalds fool you, we have an excellent benefits package 
   we just don't like to accumulate space, eh, it's hard to explain but try this, i'm here for your benefit in a material 
form 
   i occupy all space and time, but at present // this moment i occupy THIS space and time // dig? 
   legit...legit?! 
   of course i hear your concerns 
   but i assure you...no you don't want to go with PAAU // i promise this is the best outfit in town... 

 
 
 
 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/06/interview.html


too hot 
"maybe it's just getting too hot..." 
she said; lips blowing off "smoke" from finger tip gun  
"it's a murder suicide and no one seems to notice 
 

they would notice if... 
they would notice if..." 
 

her body sways in 10 inch electric blue foam platforms 
perfect hot pink toe nails peeking out 
her gun safely put away in its holster 
"you know when i was still fresh from that wound...i was reincarnated on a walk through rural japan 
 

...timeless smells spoke to me... 

...timeless spells evoke in me..." 
 

she is teetering to reach a book 
"but maybe it's just getting too hot... 
warring pacifists...peaceful war...what are war crimes anyway...the whole thing is a crime" 
 

dragon nostrils exude nat sherman havana oval smoke: "the only thing i smoke" 
slender non nonchalant fingers turn pages 
she finds a passage she likes on pg 69 of the diary of anais nin and reads: 
"The core of us is an artist, a writer...it is in our work...that we reassemble the fragments, re-create wholeness... 
a gentle sigh, a murmur from pink pillow lips: 
...but right now it's just too hot" 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/06/too-hot.html




malfunctions 
the beauty of being invisible//doing anything//writing anything//being anything but visible 
         b/c 
  it's just a machine 
iffu press the right buttons//know the right code//it will surely malfunction 
bb we at the height of artificial super areality 
     perfunctory reactions // if it was a choice then surely ______ would // stop 
one off press 
peeling nose skin from sun exposure 
 
 
...up//up... 
 
 
the beauty of being invisible//doing anything//writing anything//being anything but visible 
         b/c 
  it's just a machine 
iffu press the right buttons//know the right code//it will surely malfunction 
bb we at the precipice now 
          no matter iffu do//that heroine jig//saw puzzle 
jack lit press 
expensive debt yoke from academic exposure 
 
 
...down//down... 
 
 
the beauty of being invisible//doing anything//writing anything//being anything but visible 
         b/c 
  it's just a machine 
iffu press the right buttons//know the right code//it will surely malfunction 
bb we in the face of transparency aparati 
   neo barbarians barking //at our heels//'neath a perigee moon 
null lit press 
minor pains from world exposure 
 
 
...over//over... 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/06/malfunctions.html


denials r us 
“Wolf says the park’s music never stopped playing as security surrounded the trash cans where the bang came from and told 
visitors they were evacuating.” 
 
b/c the band must play on 
 
at the theme park, near the pink castle, the recorded band played on through explosions 
 
...and trials of tribulations 
...and broken hearts 
...and reality 
there's no shutting off that eerie hollow sound 
from cables underground 
b/c who doesn't need/want that sweet sweet saccharine 
 
denials r us 
runnin the whole town 
q: how’s the weather 
a: well tom… it’s been strange 
   dry areas more dry   (on fire // on fire) 
   wet areas more wet   (floods //   floods) 
   & the middle...well the middle is fucked 
 
transmission emissions 
let's fraq'er bb 
but the problem with this particular rape is that humanity is its own victim 
 
ima write a letter to the future and to the girl hidin her face behind her bloggin experiment 
 
b/c the band must play on 
 
at the grocery store, in the milk aisle, the recorded band played on through the gun fire 
 
...and trials of tribulations 
...and broken hearts 
...and reality 
there's no shutting off that eerie hollow sound 
from cables underground 
b/c who doesn't need/want that sweet sweet saccharine 

 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/05/denials-r-us.html
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-201_162-57586557/no-injuries-in-apparent-dry-ice-disneyland-blast/


impairments 
orwellian solar flares // google 
abstract money game   // ground floor populace 
"this is the only time in the global economy that no one is doing well..." 
well... 

geographical impairments 
micro sd card memory data 
greecian malaria urn 
quit techonolgy cold turkey 

abstract money data 
"...ima sepratist" 
good luck with that bb... 
basic needs are concurrent 
and if you dont find that helpful 
i suggest a looking glass 

BBC 4-6 am EST (5.8.13) 
//james holmes was not insane 

but organized 
//trusted pkk fighters may lay down; holding a cease fire (1st since 78) 

//future hospitals /w eno soundtracks 
//markets are up 

homeowners are making payments on time...for now 
//the neo barbarians are running south africa 

//heroin is cheap in afghanistan; 1 rock could feed a family of 4 for a week 
//embryos grown from extinct species 

//neighbors shocked by 3 found women & causes existential crisis 
"evil and innocence are thrown into ever sharper relief" --BBC reporter 
//chemicals used for house pets and their waste are killing sea animals 

but no one cares b/c those animals aren't cute or trained to play pianos 
our complex eco system without sea creatures is a sad place 

//plastic island ocean 
//PS those poor poached elephants 

china says, "african problem" 
but they be buyin' 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/05/impairments.html
http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/05/bbc-4-6-am-est-5813.html


4.15.13 boston.iraq 
today in boston 
was like any other day in iraq 
in fact the same day in iraq 
was today in boston 
but exponentially worse 
 
middle /east 
 north /east 
 
weekly bombings 
 
we are lucky our citizens are shit at bomb making 
(don't mention drones)(back off obummer) 
 
shit 
today was bad 
 
sectarian violence 
well, we think mohammed did this 
and they think he did that 
we should kill each other 
 
all fingers point domestically 
tax day 
yahoo defines false flag attacks 
and gets it in on conspiracy theorists 
 
suspect wearing hood; spotted near garbage bins; suburban apt complex raided 
 
organized groups of people; reacting to enforced democracy; days before the beginning 
series of car bombs killing 55 
fourteen candidates killed 
 
today in boston 
was like any other day in iraq 
in fact the same day in iraq 
was today in boston 
but exponentially worse 

  

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/04/41513-bostoniraq.html


 
 
isp memory hook 
a memory too good 
& google access 
she stared at the picture for a good 20 minutes 
adjusted the calibration behind her eyelids 
it was still there 
in a thousand pixels 
on a high refresh rate 
 
access to any 
name 
connections never severed 
2013 
internet persona on repeat 
a skipping hd disc platter 
 
mystery isp 
narcissistic stats 
looking for...the one...that got away 
b/c of love 
b/c of love 
b/c of lies of love 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

past mid 2013 
we all felt like ghosts 
in 2013 
the vast was mass coronary systems 
 
& we were disconnected 
in the ether 
of 2013 
 
warnings informed by fungal systems 
ghosts are plants 
underground 2013 
 
physically we were scattered 
but as ghosts 
we were one mantilla 
spread over 2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

'neath the weight of black mass 
back alley url 
get out yer hang (her) 
steroid // sociopath // ego 
crusssssssssssssssssssshing 
'neath the weight 
of black mass 
 
revelations revel // ignorance 
"why can't i get any (dis) respect?" 
you get what you give 
cliche apparati 
never learned tongues 
i bow you bow we all say bow wow 
 
monochrome injustices 
spreading bee pollen butter 
fungal (in)in(fect)communicado 
staccato // wall sconces 
 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/05/isp-memory-hook.html
http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/05/neath-weight-of-black-mass.html


derivative species 

she rolled her eyes back into the pink 
"his music...is derivative" 
no response from the peanut gallery 
b/c it was in a facebook chat 
and who has the time for that 
 
...but bb we're a derivative species 
there was someone doing it before you 
we were all doing it before you 
everything that has ever been tapped 
...was tapped from humanity's existence 
 
see: the water cycle; evaporation, condensation, precipitation, infiltration, runoff 
human rivers; human oceans; derivative species 
see: eternal return; amor fati; Kalachakra; Nietzsche 
 
there's something beautiful about the beach and a grain of sand 
you can ask oppen about that one 
 
derivative///redundant elitism 
bb we have crossed eons of time to be here 
right now 
to create 
to breath 
you do you i do me he do him and she do her 
puh leez gurl puh leez  



news items 
mixed signals 
sema fore 
pina fore 
sign language 
morse code 
2 dashes one dot, but not S O S 

an AP hacked tweet caused the market to dip 

in venezuela they are banging pots and pans 
why aren't you that angry 
b/c tv 
b/c entertainment 
b/c consumption 
let's hit those pans bb 

the great firewall 
collecting US intelligence from FBI databases 
behind the red curtain 
it's just capitalism 
again... 
massive give aways to giant corporations 
paywall youtube subscription service 

money touches a blushed technology 
market place fairness act 
technology simplifies most processes 
no issue the seller has to pay 
i saw it all in HD today 

time as a rubber band 
babe i just want you to know you aint speaking fer me 
be careful wit them inclusive pronouns 
babe you speak for you and i can relate 
but you aint speaking for me 
humanity wobble(s) // in between 

    past   // future 
the only creatures to count time 
and its effect 

babe i just want you to know you aint speaking fer me 
livin an experience past and present is all to know 
the rubber band snaps back 
and it hurts the girl in 10th grade study hall 
a memory she don't remember till an office job at 25 

suppression is not something im interested in 
babe i just want you to know you aint speaking fer me 

nothing approaches more rapidly 
than anything else 
a minute is an hour is a day 

...babe i just want you to know you aint speaking fer me 

http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/05/news-items.html
http://orpheusisdead.blogspot.jp/2013/04/time-as-rubber-band_30.html


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B/C POETRY IS BUT A LETTER TO THE FUTURE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



drunk writing to youtube videos with neil degrasse tyson 
i dream about tomorrow with neil degrasse tyson 
we both get frantically excited about space 
and how a picture of our planet 
prompted us to try and save it 
we aren't living in tomorrow 
even if we think we do 
b/c fuck me 
we aint teleporting 

©Natalie DeCarolis/noodlenaddle 
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